REC is the largest, most active Business & Professionals Network within The Jewish Federation of Greater Los Angeles. Our Federation supports and sustains Jewish life and imagines and ensures the future we share in Los Angeles, Israel and over 70 countries worldwide.

REC Benefits at the Cabinet Level

- Invitations to networking events throughout the year for those at Cabinet level and above. There is no better place to build your personal and your professional brand. Topics for events range in scope from what’s hot in L.A. real estate, to what’s going on nationwide, with unique opportunities to network on an individual level.

- Exclusive Cabinet member-only access to our REC LinkedIn group, to develop connections outside of events.

- Contribute to the life-changing work of the Federation and learn more about how we address the greatest challenges of Jewish life, locally and globally.

Cabinet members pledge a minimum gift of at least $1,000 to The Jewish Federation Annual Campaign. Events during the year are available to those at Cabinet level, with some exclusive events for those giving at higher levels. There is a couvert for most events.

For more information, please contact Julia Hubner, REC Network Director at JHubner@JewishLA.org or (323) 761-8332.